PASSIVE YIELD & AUTO-LIQUIDITY

NFT MARKETPLACE

ORIGAMIMOON IS AN AUDITED, VETTED & RUGPROOF
NEXT-GENERATION PASSIVE-YIELD & AUTO-LIQUIDITY TOKEN
WITH MECHANISMS THAT REWARD USERS WHO HOLD, ALONG
WITH AN NFT MARKETPLACE
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ABSTRACT

Ori gami Moon (OGMN)

Although still very young, Decentralized Finance is growing at a rapid pace. Proof
of that rapid pace is laid out in front of us as each new generation of projects
launch with bigger, better or faster projects. Traditionally “farming” or “staking”
your tokens to earn rewards requires a centralized website with Web3 access to
your wallet, along with multiple complicated smart contracts.
These requirements can be disadvantageous for a few reasons, including adding
unnecessary attack vectors, website hosting dependancies, gas fees for
harvesting or adding/removing liquidity pairs, and most importantly by requiring
token holders to hand their tokens over, relinquishing their private keys.
OrigamiMoon is a revolutionary new frictionless yield generating token, that
rewards its holders by collecting a 10% tax on all transactions. Of the 10%
collected from each transaction, half is automatically redistributed to all other
OGMN wallet holders, and the other half is automatically, permanently added to
OGMN liquidity, ensuring there is a rising liquidity floor for all investors. Holders
do not need to stake or wait for these fees to be delivered. Fees are awarded by
the smart contract and are nearly immediately reflected in the holders balance.
Trust is one of the most valuable commodities. Trust attracts investors, and
importantly those that will help support the OrigamiMoon Protocol’s growth,
which is why the OrigamiMoon team has spent so many painstaking hours
building a verifiably safe platform. From our audited and public smart contracts,
to our constant and clear communications with the community, you can be sure
OrigamiMoon is a safe environment to invest your hard earned assets.

NFT MARKETPLACE
Ori gami Moon (OGMN)

The OrigamiSwap NFT Marketplace will go live shortly after launch. The marketplace will
allow any whitelisted artist to mint and sell their NFTs, giving artists a platform to
showcase and make a profit off their work. Any NFT collector can then buy or sell the NFT.
More information will be released soon!
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FEATURES
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FRICTIONLESS YIELD GENERATION

TOKEN BLACKLIST
The development team has implemented a
feature in the OrigamiMoon smart contracts
that will allow certain addresses, such as
exchange wallets or DEX pools, to be
blocked from earning rewards, ensuring
100% of the tax revenue is distributed to real
OGMN token holders.

5% of every OGMN buy/sell is automatically
distributed to all OGMN token holders.
Holders do not need to stake or wait for
fees to be delivered. Fees are awarded by
the smart contract and are immediately
reflected in the holders balance.

AUTOMATIC LIQUIDITY GENERATION

PROGRESSIVELY DEFLATIONARY
To maintain a healthy token supply,
OrigamiMoon developers have implemented
a progressive deflationary mechanism. After
launch a large amount of OGMN tokens will
be sent to an inaccessible burn address. This
burn address will continue receiving passive
yield rewards, causing the amount of tokens
burned every day to exponentially grow.

5% of every OGMN buy/sell is
automatically re-distributed to OGMN
liquidity, permanently. Also, because of
OGMN’s decentralization, anyone can
create a new OGMN liquidity pair, helping
the OGMN market become more liquid.

ARBITRAGE IMMUNITY

DOUBLE YIELD

Abritrage trading, usually by bots, drains
project liquidity by taking advantage of the
difference in prices, OrigamiMoon is virtually
immune to these attacks because profitable
arbitrage of OGMN tokens is nearly
impossible to execute. In order to make a
profit, there needs to be a price difference of
greater than 20% between exchanges.

Traditional DeFi applications require users to
stake their tokens in order to earn rewards,
however OGMN holders can use their OGMN
tokens in any third party dApp, such as yield
farms, lending etc. while also earning the
normal OrigamiMoon passive yield rewards.

NFT MARKETPLACE

HARDWARE WALLET AND
COLD STORAGE STAKING

Shortly after OrigamiMoon has launched, the
OrigamiSwap NFT Marketplace will be
launching and will enable anyone to buy, sell
and mint any NFTs they want. Limited Edition
OrigamiMoon NFTs will also be minted,
awarded during promotions and sold on
OrigamiSwap.

OrigamiMoon’s passive yield generation
allows users to earn rewards while their
tokens are stored on hardware wallets or in
cold storage. Also, OrigamiMoon offers
fee-free staking. Once OrigamiMoon farms
have launched, users will be able to stake
their OGMN to earn additional rewards
and/or partner tokens.
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ROADMAP
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PLATFORM
LAUNCH

Business Plan
Development
Website Launch
Strategic Partnerships
Marketing Push
Platform Launch on
Jetswap Finance IJO

PHASE 1
Q3 2021

Coi nGecko Li sti ng
Coi nMarketCap Li sti ng
Bl ockfol i o Li sti ng
Launch Ori gami Moon NFT
pl atform
Strategi c Partnershi ps
Token Buyback & Burns

PHASE 2
Q4 2021

Launch OrigamiSwap v2 with Token & NFT trading
Launch OrigamiSwap Yield Farms
Continued Marketing Push
Strategic Partnerships
Token Buyback & Burns

PHASE 3
Q1 2022

OrigamiLabs Gamification
OrigamiLabs Incubator
Token Buyback & Burns
Continued Marketing Push
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TOKENOMICS
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The OrigamiMoon token, $OGMN, will have a deflationary, max supply of one quadrillion.
The smart contract audit for our token will be released before launch, and is being
completed by the well respected auditing firm Hash0x.com.
The tokens will be allocated in the following manner:
Token Sale Allocation: 50% - 500,000,000,000,000 OGMN
Team Treasury: 20% - 200,000,000,000,000 OGMN
Starting Liquidity: 12.5% - 125,000,000,000,000 OGMN
Ecosystem Fund: 17.5% - 175,000,000,000,000 OGMN (marketing, partnerships, etc.)
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THE TEAM
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OrigamiMoon was created by the team at OrigamiLabs. The team consists of
developers, designers, engineers and marketers from other well-established
cryptocurrency platforms, which have experience in the industry dating back to
2013.

Join Us Here
Website: https://origamimoon.io
Twitter: https://twitter.com/OrigamiMoon_io
Telegram: https://t.me/OrigamiMoon
Github: https://github.com/OrigamiMoonDeFi
Business inquires: hello@origamimoon.io

Disclaimer
The $ORGM token has a fixed supply with a hard-cap. It doesn’t hold any intrinsic value, and is not a
security. It is not an asset or a governance token, but purely a membership token. The main utility is proof
of membership, which gives access and discounts to the OrigamiMoon NFT Marketplace. The distribution
of the $ORGM token will occur via IJO on JetSwap Finance.
Any person or entity who chooses to engage with OrigamiMoon.io and the $ORGM token must confirm
that they have reviewed all applicable federal, state, provincial and local laws, regulations, ordinances.
While the platform has been audited, and the code base is rigorously battle-tested, there are no
guarantees, so please use at your own risk. The OrigamiMoon developmental roadmap is aspirational and
delivery or non-delivery of any objectives is entirely at the teams sole discretion, and not guaranteed.
The OrigamiMoon team (OrigamiLabs) and community will not be held liable in any way for any financial
losses that may have occurred due to your use of the OrigamiMoon platform or the $ORGM token. Please
perform your own due diligence and thorough research on OrigamiMoon before taking any action.
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Whitepaper v1.0

